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Internet of Things Programming with JavaScriptPackt Publishing, 2017

	The Raspberry Pi Zero is a powerful, low-cost, credit-card sized computer, which lends

	itself perfectly to begin the controller of sophisticated home automation devices. Using the

	available on-board interfaces, the Raspberry Pi Zero can be expanded to allow the

	connection of a virtually infinite number of security sensors and...
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Pro Vue.js 2Apress, 2018

	Explore Vue.js to take advantage of the capabilities of modern browsers and devices using the fastest-growing framework for building dynamic JavaScript applications. You will work with the power of the Model-View-Controller (MVC) pattern on the client, creating a strong foundation for complex and rich web apps.
	
		

...
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Dynamic HTML: The Definitive ReferenceO'Reilly, 2006
Danny Goodman felt that he couldn't trust any of the documentation on Dynamic HTML (DHTML) that he read (too many contradictions), so he wrote this book as a reference for working with his own clients. After testing tags and techniques on multiple releases of the main browsers, Goodman came up with very practical information--some of which you may...
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An Introduction to Testing Web Applications with twill and SeleniumO'Reilly, 2007
This Short Cut is an introduction to building automated web tests using two tools, twill and Selenium. twill is a simple web scripting language that can be used to automate web tests, while Selenium is a web testing framework that runs in any browser and can be used to test complex web sites that make extensive use of...
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Beginning Google Web Toolkit: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2008
The open source, lightweight Google Web Toolkit (GWT) is a framework that allows Java developers to build Rich Internet Applications (RIA), more recently called Ajax applications, in Java. Typically, writing these applications requires a lot of JavaScript development. However, Java and JavaScript are very distinctively different languages (although...
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Beginning PerlWrox Press, 2012


	That was the subtitle for this book that was sadly, but wisely, rejected. However, it conveys two

	things about this book that I’ve tried to focus on: getting a job and having fun while learning the

	skills you need. Well, as much fun as you can reasonably have while learning how to program.

	Although many books aren’t...
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HTML5 Game Development InsightsApress, 2014

	HTML5 Game Development Insights is a from-the-trenches collection of tips, tricks, hacks, and advice straight from professional HTML5 game developers. The 24 chapters here include unique, cutting edge, and essential techniques for creating and optimizing modern HTML5 games. You will learn things such as using the Gamepad...
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Google Apps Script: Web Application Development EssentialsO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Learn how to create dynamic web applications with Google Apps Script and take full advantage of your Google-hosted services. If you have basic coding skills and some JavaScript experience, this practical book shows you how Apps Script works, and provides step-by-step guidance for building applications you can use right away.
...
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The Definitive Guide to JSF in Java EE 8: Building Web Applications with JavaServer FacesApress, 2018

	
		
			Learn and master the new features in the JSF 2.3 MVC web framework in this definitive guide written by two of the JavaServer Faces (JSF) specification leads. The authors take you through real-world examples that demonstrate how these new features are used with other APIs in Java EE 8. You’ll see the new and exciting ways...
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Full Stack JavaScript: Learn Backbone.js, Node.js, and MongoDBApress, 2018

	
		
			Learn agile JavaScript web development using the latest cutting-edge front-end and back-end technologies including Node.js, MongoDB, Backbone.js, Parse.com, Heroku, and Microsoft Azure. Using a key project example of a message board app, you will learn the foundations of a typical web application: fetching data, displaying...
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JavaScript Application CookbookO'Reilly, 1999
Seasoned Java coders will find the JavaScript Application Cookbook compiled just for them. Written in the same vein as the old-style programmer "toolbox" titles, this book sheds the usual tutorial presentation and simply introduces a series of JavaScript applications you can use on your own sites.
 The cookbook begins with...
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Enterprise AJAX: Strategies for Building High Performance Web ApplicationsPrentice Hall, 2007
If you are like many of the talented developers we meet, you’re interested in AJAX and how you can use it to improve your web applications. You may have even done some preliminary research online, checked out Ajaxian.com, or read a beginner’s book to AJAX development. If not, then you’re like an even larger group of talented...
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